Studying and switching electron transfer: from the ensemble to the single molecule.
We report here on the systematic investigation of photoinduced intramolecular electron transfer (IET) in a series of donor-bridge-acceptor molecules as a means of understanding electron transport through the bridge. Perylenebisimide chromophores connected by various oligophenylene bridges are studied because their electron-transfer behavior can readily be monitored by following changes in the fluorescence intensity. We find dramatic switching of the IET behavior as the solvent polarity (dielectric constant) is increased. By combining steady-state and time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy in a variety of solvents at multiple temperatures with standard theories of electron transfer, we determine parameters governing the IET behavior of these dimers, such as the electronic coupling through the bridges. We also deploy available ab initio quantum chemical methods to calculate the through-space component of the electronic coupling matrix element. Single-molecule investigations of the electron-transfer behavior also show that IET can be switched reversibly by a similar mechanism in an isolated individual molecule.